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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Devon & Cornwall is your

passport to all the most relevant and up-to-date advice on what to see, what to skip, and what

hidden discoveries await you. Eat your way through the region's booming food scene, relax on a

secluded beach, or go wild on a windswept moor; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the

heart of Devon and Cornwall and begin your journey now!Inside Lonely Planet's Devon & Cornwall

Travel Guide: Full-colour maps and images throughout Highlights and itineraries show you the

simplest way to tailor your trip to your own personal needs and interests Insider tips save you time

and money, and help you get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at

your fingertips - including hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, and prices

Honest reviews for all budgets - including eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping, and

hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give you a richer and more rewarding

travel experience - including history, art, wildlife and cuisine Over sixty colour maps Useful features

- including Walking/Driving/Cycling Tours, Travel with Children, Month by Month (annual festival

calendar) Coverage of Exeter, Torquay, Plymouth, Dartmoor, St Ives, Penzance, Newquay, Isles of

Scilly, and more The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet Devon & Cornwall, our most comprehensive

guide to Devon and Cornwall, is perfect for those planning to both explore the top sights and take

the road less travelled. Looking for more extensive coverage? Check out Lonely Planet's England

guide. Authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet, Oliver Berry, Belinda Dixon.About Lonely

Planet: Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel guide publisher with

guidebooks to every destination on the planet, as well as an award-winning website, a suite of

mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet's mission is

to enable curious travellers to experience the world and to truly get to the heart of the places they

find themselves in.TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards 2012 and 2013 winner in Favorite Travel

Guide category'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York Times'Lonely

Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on

the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.' -

Fairfax Media (Australia)
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This was an essential part to planning our trip to Penzance this summer. We realized that there

were amazingly beautiful places, locations, and coastlines to visit, but no idea where to begin.

Thanks to some of the highlights, we grouped trips together, while settling in for a beautiful vacation

in Mousehole, England. I can't say enough about this location, and secretly hope that it stays off the

radar of tourists traveling to England for the first, second, or third time! :)

I found this helpful for planning a trip to Cornwall and Devon. A bunch of the suggested restaurants

are closed, though, so be sure to check online before you go. We did book hotels based on the

book's recommendations, but the trip is in September, but I think we'll be quite comfortable with our

choices.

We have just returned from Cornwall and used this book on a daily basis. It's Lonely Planet - of

course it's accurate! It's interesting, it helps in planning your next day when you'd rather be sitting in

a pub, but your wife has other plans for "getting the most out of this vacation". All the info, good

photos, good writing. It's Lonely Planet, the best!

As expected

Great guide! Very well organized. It is enjoyable just to browse through it! This is what every travel

guidebook should be.

Not much historical detail like Rick Steves. Very cut and dry.



Very informative!

Helpful info.
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